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ABSTRACT
As part of the Appropriations Bill passed by the US Congress in February 2019, NASA was instructed to
develop a nuclear thermal propulsion (NTP) flight demonstrator by 2024. [4] In response to this directive,
the Advanced Concepts Office (ACO) at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) was tasked with beginning
concept studies for the flight demonstration (FD) mission. During the NTP study formulation, two philoso-
phies emerged with regards to FD concept design. The first, Flight Demo 1 (FD1), strictly observes the
2024 schedule requirement at the expense of lower engine performance than expected of theoretical NTP
engines. The second concept, Flight Demo 2 (FD2), relaxes the schedule requirement to allow for higher
engine performance and more traceability to future operational systems.
Both the FD1 and FD2 concepts present considerable challenges for subsystem design, specifically in the
areas of thermal control, avionics, and power. To guard against undesired graveyard orbits, a requirement
to keep the NTP engine and the reaction control system (RCS) separate was put in place. As a result of
this requirement, the avionics subsystem must provide separate command and data handling (CDH) and
instrumentation for each propulsion system. In-space instrumentation and monitoring of a NTP system has
never been done before, necessitating the development of novel strategies and unique hardware.
The heating rates produced by the NTP engine are extremely high, leading to difficulties with thermal
control. The FD1 concept utilizes high-pressure gaseous hydrogen (GH2), which is largely insensitive to
temperature fluctuations. The FD2 concept, however, utilizes cryogenic liquid hydrogen (LH2) which must
be kept stable near 20 Kelvin. A high-performance thermal control system (TCS) will be required to ensure
all components and subsystems are maintained within their operational temperature ranges. This paper will
highlight the thermal, avionics, and power solutions required for the full scope of challenges for a NTP flight
demonstrator.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear thermal rockets were first investigated by the Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application
(NERVA) project, predominantly in the 1960s. [15] The primary benefits, high specific impulse (Isp) and
high thrust, offered by a rocket stage utilizing this propulsion method make it very appealing for in-space
propulsion. Typical propulsion methods used for launching from Earth’s surface have high thrust and low to
moderate Isp, whereas current in-space propulsion methods have high Isp but low thrust. The key difference
between these propulsion methods is the thrust to weight ratio (TWR). First and second stage engines have
a high TWR in order to accelerate the payload to orbital speeds. In space propulsion methods, since they
are no longer fighting gravity losses, do not always require such a high TWR. This matters since a first
stage engine is pushing the entire wet mass of the launch vehicle through the most dense portions of the
atmosphere. Once the much lighter payload is in space, absent of atmospheric drag and gravity losses, it
does not require as much thrust and efficiency becomes more important. As payloads, especially of the
crewed variety, become more massive, thrust will be increasingly more important to minimize transit times.
The combination of high thrust and high Isp will enable large payloads to reach distant destinations much
quicker than current methods. [13]
While fundamental research has continued in the years since NERVA, funding for flight missions has been
nonexistent in recent decades. Recent appropriations bills, however, have significantly increased funding for
NTP with the ultimate directive to fly a demonstration mission by 2024. [4] The Advanced Concepts Office
(ACO) at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) was tasked with developing conceptual design
studies for this mission.
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Figure 1: FD1 Configuration
For these studies, there were two flight demonstration (FD) designs put forward. The first, FD1, utilized
a lower performance engine that would be feasible to produce within the 2024 schedule constraint. Manu-
facturability and procurement constraints were also taken into consideration for this design. The structure
was designed similar to typical aircraft construction, with aluminum longerons providing the longitudinal
structure for the stage. Flat panels were attached between the longerons to provide an internal closeout for
the avionics and RCS tanks. There were three ”shelves” normal to the longitudinal axis, providing mounting
locations for the RCS tanks, avionics, and communications equipment. Gaseous hydrogen (GH2) was cho-
sen as the fuel for the ability to use commercial off the shelf (COTS) carbon overwrapped pressure vessels
(COPVs) as the tanks. These tanks were arranged in a cylindrical pattern around the main body of the
stage. Amid fears of negative public perception from leaving a nuclear reactor in Earth orbit, the trajectory
was chosen to be a Venus fly-by. As a result of this fly-by, Venus’ gravity would perturb the orbit of the
stage such that it entered a heliocentric orbit of less than 1 Astronomical Unit (AU), and thus would not
intercept Earth’s orbit again. This design is shown in figure 1.
The second design, FD2, was a more traditional design, featuring a large liquid hydrogen (LH2) tank
with the avionics and RCS tanks above and the engine below. The engine for FD2 was much more powerful
– of the class needed for deep space missions. This design would not be ready to fly by 2024, however
it serves as a reference design for the capabilities of a true NTP stage. The mission analysis for FD2
assumed an orbital altitude of 2000 km above the Earth’s surface, which was dictated to the design team
by higher-level stakeholders with previous NTP experience. This design is shown in figure 2. The avionics
and communications packages were slightly different between designs, while power generation for both FD1
and FD2 was assumed to be appropriately sized Ultraflex solar arrays. Contained herein is a description of
these subsystems, in addition to the thermal control system, and commentary on design desicions specific to
a NTP rocket stage.
THERMAL DESIGN
The thermal model for FD1 and FD2 were built in Cullimore and Ring’s Thermal Desktop, a standard
industry tool for integrated thermal models. In order to support the Advanced Concept Office’s fast design
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Figure 2: FD2 Configuration
FD1 Beta Angle (Deg) Solar Constant ( Wm2 ) Orbit Engine Status
Worst Case Hot 75 1420 300 km LEO Off
Worst Case Cold N/A 1420 0.86 AU Heliocentric Off
FD2
Worst Case Hot 25 1420 2000 km LEO On
Worst Case Cold 5 1280 2000 km LEO Off
Table 1: Thermal Worst Case Environments
cycles, the model complexity was reduced as much as possible in order to minimize runtime. Analysis was
performed for the worst case hot and cold environments that each design would experience. Details for each
case are shown in table 1.
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
The two mission concepts of the NTP Flight Demonstration studies present considerable thermal con-
trol design challenges. Hot and cold design cases are developed from expected thermal environments and
power consumption extremes. Temperatures of spacecraft and subsystems components, as well as thermal
control and structural materials, must be controlled to within acceptable limits in order to ensure proper
performance.
The Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) performs three main functions: (1) to protect spacecraft and
subsystems from heat inputs and losses due to interaction with the thermal environment; (2) to provide heat
rejection for subsystems such as Avionics and Power; and (3) to provide propellant conditioning for MPS
and RCS propellants.
HEATING RATE PROTECTION
The TCS includes multi-layer insulation (MLI), electric heaters and thermal coatings, which control
temperatures and moderate heating rates to and from the surroundings.
The nuclear radiation shield, while not strictly part of the TCS, serves as an effective thermal shield,
protecting the vehicle and subsystems from high heating rates coming from the engine. Fibrous Refractory
Composite Insulation (FRCI), a thermal shield material used in Space Shuttle tiles, is used in combination
with the nuclear radiation shield as needed.
Low-conductance thrust structure is also used to reduce heating rates coming from the engine to the
spacecraft and subsystems.
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Figure 3: FD1 Thermal Model
Figure 4: FD2 Thermal Model
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SUBSYSTEM HEAT REJECTION
Waste heat is transported from subsystems components to space radiators to be rejected to space.
In the Flight Demonstration 1 (FD1) concept, shown in figure 3, waste heat is transported from cold
plates and other heat collection devices via heat pipes to heat pipe radiators, which are body-mounted
outboard of the GH2 propellant bottles.
In the Flight Demonstration 2 (FD2) concept, shown in figure 4, subsystem components are mounted to
the inboard surface of structural panels which serve as space radiators and waste heat transport is via direct
conduction.
PROPELLANT CONDITIONING
The FD1 MPS concept uses high-pressure gaseous Hydrogen propellant. Thermal control of propellant
and storage bottles is not required.
The FD2 MPS concept uses liquid Hydrogen propellant, and storage conditions must be stable for both
MPS maneuvers, early in the mission and at the end of the mission. A high-performance thermal control
design, consisting of MLI and low-conductance tank support structure, reduces heating rates into the propel-
lant tank to a manageable level. Heat inputs will eventually increase the ullage pressure beyond acceptable
limits, so storage conditions are managed as needed with settling maneuvers followed by appropriate ullage
venting.
RCS concepts utilize storable propellants, requiring relatively warm temperatures to be maintained. MLI,
electric heaters and low-conductance tank support structure are used.
ANALYSIS RESULTS
In figures 5 and 6, FD1 vehicle temperature results are shown at engine shutdown and at the completion
of engine cooldown. Engine shutdown results for FD2 are shown in 7. It can be seen that spacecraft
temperatures are relatively insensitive to high engine temperatures. Subsystems temperatures remain within
acceptable limits.
TCS mass estimates for FD1 and FD2 can be seen in tables 2 and 3, respectively, in the appendix.
AVIONICS DESIGN
The avionics system consist of four major subsystems: Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC), Com-
mand and data Handling (CDH), Communications, and Instrumentation. Because the NTP system is
considered a payload in this demonstration mission, it will have self-contained CDH and instrumentation,
independent of the spacecraft systems. The spacecraft avionics will provide commands to the NTP system,
controlling when the reactor is active and when NTP propulsion occurs. In return, the NTP system will pro-
vided health, status, and performance data to the spacecraft. The spacecraft will perform all the command
and data communications with ground.
The NTP systems consist of both a control system and a performance monitoring system. For this first
NTP demonstration mission, it was thought best to collect as much performance information as possible,
since this information should be very useful in further development of NTP spacecraft. It should be un-
derstood that this performance monitoring system will not be a necessary part of future functioning NTP
spacecraft, and can be thought as additional payload for this mission. General health and status monitoring
(instrumentation), is required on all spacecraft, and should be considered a necessary part of the control
system. However, additional instrumentation for this demo mission is included. To get a sense of this ad-
ditional instrumentation, a NTP proposal for the Saturn V third stage was used for reference and scaled.
[12]
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Figure 5: FD1 Results at Engine Shutdown
NTP INSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING
The NTP system basically consist of a reactor and the rest of the propulsion system. Reactor monitor-
ing consist of IR thermal imaging cameras, radiation detectors, and neutron detectors, along with ample
instrumentation sensors (temperature, pressure, strain, etc.).
Propulsion monitoring consist of a video camera and a spectrometer that observe the exhaust plume,
along with the required instrumentation. Plume exhaust can be used to monitor the health and stability of
propulsion systems [14], by watching for material fragments being expelled do to deterioration or failure of
internal components. This type of monitoring would be more useful in a high energy, pump feed, cryogenic
liquid hydrogen system than a gaseous pressure feed system. But, because nature of the propulsion system
for this study was not determined till later in the study, the sensors for this system were carried forward in
the MEL.
REACTOR MONITORING
The infrared imaging cameras selected are similar to those from Malin Space Science Systems [5], shown
in figure 8. They are designed for 5 years life in GEO radiation environment, with a frame rate of 50 fps, and
a mass of only 330g. Two IR cameras are used to monitor the reactor, located 180 degrees from each other.
One has a FOV of the reactor top, while the other has a FOV of the reactor bottom. In this configuration,
most of the reactor surface area is observed for thermal radiation at all times. A small portion of the sides
will be out of FOV, but it’s though that any excessive heating in these areas would propagate to surface
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Figure 6: FD1 Cooldown Results
within FOV of the cameras for detection. Three or four cameras placed around the reactor would eliminated
these hidden zones, but it was desired to minimize the number of cameras used while still being adequate.
The radiation detectors selected for this study are similar to RMD RadCam II cameras, [8] shown in
figure 9. They are commercial cameras for monitoring gamma radiation environments like nuclear reactor
facilities. It has both count and time modes of operation, and a 35 degree FOV. Although they are designed
to be radiation tolerant, they are not space rated. A development effort will be required to make space rated
radiation detector cameras of this type. Mass data for these cameras was not readily available, so a MER of
ThermoFisher RHRDP was used.
The reactor group requested the possibility of incorporating a neutron detection system into the demo
spacecraft. Neutrons detection is not an easy thing to do because the particles are neutral. Complex detection
methods and processing is necessary to achieve neutron detection and monitoring. This complexity causes
the systems to be large and massive. A search for such a system turned up a nuclear power plant system
made by Rolls Royce, [9] shown in figure 10. A system similar to this power plant system would need to be
scaled way down, and components made space rated. This will be highly challenging and take a significant
effort. But, if it’s judged to be necessary for safety and mission assurance, especially in crew missions, then
this will need to be done. A mass for this system was highly speculative, and 40 kg was allocated for the
sensors and electronics each.
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Figure 7: FD2 Results at Engine Shutdown
Figure 8: Malin Infrared Video Camera
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Figure 9: RMD Radiation Detector Camera
Figure 10: Rolls-Royce Civil Nuclear SAS Power Plant System
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PROPULSION MONITORING
In addition to traditional ground reactor power plant monitoring, it’s thought by monitoring the contents
of the NTP exhaust plume, health of both the reactor and propulsion system during burns can be determined.
An optical video camera similar to one from Ahlberg [1] was selected to watch for material fragments
being expelled in the plume, shown in figure 11. This camera is highly radiation tolerant (20M rad), has
pan/tilt/zoom, and a mass of 17kg. With strategic placement of the camera, it should be possible to image
the plume from the nozzle out to several hundred meters (fig. 5). It was estimated that the exhaust velocity
could be from 80 to 180 m/s. Assuming particle illumination within the exhaust for at least one second and
a velocity of 150 m/s, a frame rate of 30fps will capture 150 meters of plume in 30 frames. Also, at 150 m/s,
particles will travel 5 meters in one frame. So, at 30fps, the first 3 frames will capture the first 15 meters of
plume for best resolution. (1/30fps=33ms/frame x 150m/s=5m/f)).
For the spectrometer imaging, an instrument similar to the OSIRIS-Rex OVIRS spectrometer [7] was
selected, shown in figure 13. The OSIRIS-Rex mission is a deep space asteroid sample return mission, so a
version of this spectrometer should work well for the NTP demo. This spectrometer may need to be modified
for the anticipated characteristics of the plume contents.
The two IR cameras, two Radiation cameras, one Video camera, and one Spectrometer are mounted on
brackets located on the strut structure just above the radiation shield, shown in figure 12. The cameras are
outside the protection zone of the shield since they need a field of view of the reactor and the exhaust plume.
NTP AVIONICS
Because the NTP system is to be a payload to the spacecraft, it has self-contained CDH. The spacecraft
avionics will provide commands to the NTP system, controlling when the reactor is active and when NTP
propulsion occurs. In return, the NTP system will provided health, status, and performance data to the
spacecraft.
The NTP avionics system consist of redundant MPS controllers, Reactor controllers, Digital Video
Recorders (DVR), and four Data Acquisition Units (DAU). The controllers and DVR are located in an
avionics bus near the front of the spacecraft, to be as far away from the radiation of the reactor as possible.
The 4 DAU are located near the reactor, but on the shadow side of the shield. In this way, all the NTP
instrumentation and sensor cabling is minimized by having the DAUs local to the NTP systems. The data
collected by the DAUs is then bused up to the MPS and Reactor Controllers on the front of the vehicle.
SPACECRAFT AVIONICS
The avionics for the spacecraft is the standard equipment required for flight control: GNC, CDH, and
communications. All high TRL components are used for the S/C avionics, and there should be no develop-
ment required. Since one trajectory option for this mission was a long duration flight out to Venus, one-fault
tolerance is provided for critical avionics systems, with additional fault tolerance on some components were
the mass penalty is insignificant.
For the flight computer, the JPL Mars Orbiter Computer was baselined. It’s designed for long life in
deep space, and it has similar communications and I/O capability that will be needed for this mission. Some
additional I/O may be required more this demo mission with an abundance of instrumentation. For the mass
memory storage, a module similar to the Surrey Mass Memory Unit [11] was baselined. It has 256 GBytes
of non-volatile memory, sufficient for months of memory storage. The GNC system consist of 8 sun sensors
from with 0.1 degree of accuracy, two star trackers with 10 arcsecond accuracy, 3 innertial measurement
units (IMUs), and two horizon sensors. Two DAUs are also included in the S/C avionics. Because of the
trajectories predicted by mission analysts, it was decided that a simple RCS propulsion system was sufficient
for the spacecraft independent control and recovery capabilities from the NTP burns. Therefore, the only
propulsion controllers needed for the S/C were redundant RCS controllers.
For the communications system, the Near Earth Network (NEN) will be used for LEO communications
and departure distances out to 36,000 km, about GEO distance. Beyond GEO distance, the Deep Space
Network (DSN) will be used. There is a continuous view of DSN beyond GEO distance with the 3 DSN
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Figure 11: Ahlberg Radiation Tolerant Video Camera
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Figure 12: FD1 Instrumentation Layout
Figure 13: OVIRS Spectrometer from the OSIRIS-Rex Mission
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ground station distributed about 120 degrees apart around the earth (Goldstone CA, Madrid Spain, Canberra
Australia). S-band will be used for NEN communications. All NEN stations support both uplink and
downlink in S-band, and can be used for Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TTC). For this mission
scenario, the first NTP burn is planed after the spacecraft is on a trajectory to Venus. So, no high video
data rate will be downlink to NEN, and S-band is sufficient for the operations telemetry during LEO and
departure. X-band was chosen for communications with the DSN. X-band supports higher data rates than
S-band, and Ka-band is not to be used under 2 million km per DSN manual 810-005.
For the S-band link budget analysis to NEN, it was assumed at least 5 links per day was available (4.8
hours between links). From the instrumentation estimated for this mission, about 86kbps of non-demo
telemetry (reactor down) would be accumulated over the 4.8 hours. That comes to 1.5 Gbits per link. Using
something like a General Dynamics 8 watt Multi-Mode Transponder [3] and a 6 dBi patch antenna (fig. 15),
a downlink data rate of 2.5 Mbps can easily be made to a 13 meter NEN antenna. At this downlink rate,
the link times required will be under 10 minutes. Six patch antennas are located on the six sides of the
spacecraft in order to provide a link capability in any orientation of the spacecraft. So, no maneuvers will
be required for S-band communications.
For the X-band link budget, it was assumed there would be up to 3 DSN links per day, 8 hours between
links. With no demo telemetry, it was estimated 124 kbps would be accumulated over the 8 hours, adding
up to 3.6 Gbits per link. At 10 Mbps data rate, only 6 minutes of DSN link time would be required. For
the NTP demo operations, the data collected is estimated to be 52 Gbits. It was determined by propulsion,
that the NTP demo burns would be less than 10 minutes. Running the optical camera for the 10 minutes of
burn time (at 66.5 Mbps), and the other cameras and sensors for 90 minutes (2.23 Mbps, 40 minutes before
and after burns), adds up to the 52 Gbits.
To make the DSN link at various distances and data rates, Phase Array Antennas (PAA) were used with
a gain of 24.8 dBi (ref Messenger mission). PAA antennas are electronically pointed, providing high gain
without gimbal mechanism required. With 4 PAA around the spacecraft, a DSN link should be able to be
made from almost any orientation, without maneuvers required. A maximum allowed data rate of 10 Mbps
was assumed out to a distance of 3 million km. As distance increases, more RF power is required to make
the link while data rates need to be decreased (Table 14). If the first demo burn were performed under 3
million km distance (within first 4 days), a DSN link time of only 1.5 hours would be required. If the demo
burn is performed during a DSN link time, near real time video can be downlink. At 6 million km, it would
take 3 hours of link time at 5 Mbps, and require 100 watts RF. Assuming some video of the Venus flyby
would be wanted with the camera on board, a link time of 144 hours would be required at a data rate of
100 kbps using the 100 watt RF amplifier to a 70 meter DSN antenna. That would require 12 days with 4
hours links 3 times a day. Using the PAA antennas will require development of a 100 watt amplifier to work
with PAA antennas. A transceiver similar to a General Dynamics Deep Space Transceiver [2] would meet
all these requirements with a 30 Mbps downlink and 4 kbps uplink capability (fig. 15Band comm).
A block diagram of all the Avionics systems required for this NTP demo mission is shown in figure 16.
The systems dedicated to the NTP demonstration are outlined in red, and should be considered payload
components. The power system is not included in the avionics MEL, but is shown in the diagram for
completeness. Refer to the power section for full description of the power system. The general location of
the avionics components is shown in figure 10. All spacecraft avionics is placed in an Avionics bus near the
front of the vehicle. Most of the NTP demo avionics is also placed near the front, to be as far from the
reactor radiation as possible. The NTP instrumentation, DAUs, cameras and sensors need to be near the
reactor and propulsion systems, and are located on the shadow side of the radiation shield when possible.
This configuration minimizes the cabling required, since the data can be collected locally and bused to the
computers and controllers on the front of the vehicle.
The FD1 Mass Results for the Avionics is shown in Table 2, where some line items are a roll up of
components. The total mass for avionics in this demo mission as about 710 kg. This mass is more than
would be expected in this size of an in space propulsion stage, but because this is a demonstration mission,
a significant amount of instrumentation and sensors are included that would not normally be required. The
avionics changes for FD2 are mostly minor communications updates to adjust for the difference between a
deep space mission and a LEO mission, and thus do not require further discussion.
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Figure 14: Link Budget Analysis
Figure 15: S-Band Communications System
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Figure 16: Avionics Block Diagram
POWER SYSTEM DESIGN
The basic power system design for FD1 and FD2 are similar. Power generation for both is accomplished
with solar arrays comprised of cells similar to SolAero IMM- Space solar cells [10] mounted on two Northrop
Grumman UltraFlex [6] wings. Both designs use Lithium Ion batteries for energy storage, and both designs
incorporate integrated power electronics housing solar array regulation, battery charge control, and power
distribution in the same enclosure. The schematic in figure 18 illustrates.
SOLAR ARRAYS
Each UltraFlex array consists of a folding structure with 10 gores holding solar cells. Each gore consists
of 2 identical folding panels. The solar cells are laid out on each panel with a bypass diode and wiring
carrying current along the fold to the center of the structure. Because the cells are rectangular they will
not cover all of the trapezoidal gore. The smaller the gore, the smaller the portion of the gore that will
be covered by the fixed-size (70mm X 38mm) cells. The portion of the array covered by cells is called the
Coverage Coefficient. It is generally expressed as a percent.
The reference PV cell chosen for both design studies is the SolAero IMM- radiation hardened space solar
cell. The IMM- was chosen because of its ability to withstand the higher radiation environment surrounding
the Nuclear Thermal engine. The IMM- is rated at 32% minimum average efficiency, meaning that it will
source 32% of the solar irradiance at its reference temperature of 28C. Unfortunately, this efficiency degrades
as the temperature increases. At the maximum operating temperature of 80C for our study, it will achieve
27% average efficiency.
Once mounted onto the gore panels, the cells together will not deliver all of that 27%. Losses in the
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Figure 17: Avionics Component Locations
Figure 18: Power System Schematic
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bypass diodes and wiring, and losses due to cell mismatch must be accounted for with an initial 10% de-rate
of the array power. Radiation, micrometeoroid damage, thermal cycling and contamination are accounted
for with a 3% / year degradation factor. Assuming a 1 year mission, that means that we achieve about 356
W / m2 of cell-covered array at End Of Life (EOL). This power production will be further adjusted for array
off-pointing angle and distance from the sun over the mission.
Electrical current from the solar arrays is carried via the array harness to the solar array regulation
boards in the power electronics box. Solar arrays by themselves provide electric current proportional to
the amount of light striking the arrays, and voltage varying with the spacecraft loads. Without regulation,
the voltage would change almost continuously throughout the mission. The loads, however, expect a near
constant voltage. The solar array regulation boards take in the varying current and voltage from the arrays
and output the constant voltage required.
ENERGY STORAGE
Before the arrays are deployed, and during eclipse periods when the arrays are not receiving sunlight, the
spacecraft subsystems and instrumentation must be powered with previously stored energy. In this design,
that energy is supplied by Lithium Ion batteries. The battery chosen for this study is a 28V Li-Ion battery
with a capacity of 690 Watt Hours made from standard 18650 cells. In order to obtain the energy storage
capacity that we need for each mission, we connect a number of these in parallel.
The charge and discharge of these batteries is controlled by Battery Charge Control (BCC) boards in
the power electronics box. When the arrays are in sunlight and generating power, the BCC uses some of
the array power to charge up the batteries. When the arrays are no longer lighted, the BCC connects the
batteries so that they discharge, powering the spacecraft and instruments.
POWER DISTRIBUTION
In addition to the solar array regulation boards and the battery charge control boards, the power elec-
tronics box contains power switch boards. These boards are capable of switching each of the spacecraft and
instrument loads On and Off. When a load is On, the switch board monitors the current drawn by the load.
If the current exceeds a preset limit for the load (indicating a short or fault), the power switch board turns
it off and reports the fault to the flight computer.
FLIGHT DEMO 1
FD1 is a demonstration mission in heliocentric orbit. The basic power requirements for the mission are
shown in figure 19.
In this figure, Operation Power is the power draw during the NTP demonstration itself, RCS Propulsion
Power is the power draw when the RCS system is running but the NTP engine is not, and Standby Power
is the power draw otherwise.
SOLAR ARRAY SIZING
The operation power requirement – 5543W will drive the sizing of the solar arrays. The actual power
required, however, must also include both losses and power system control power. The total power system
losses are 656W. This includes cable losses, switching losses, and battery charge / discharge losses. Power
system control power is 125W.
Total Array Power = 5543 + 656 + 125 = 6324W
Assuming an array off-point of 0.2 Radians, the total array area required will be 25 m2. These details
are shown in figure 20.
BATTERY SIZING
The battery is required to power the spacecraft loads during spacecraft startup while the arrays are being
deployed. A 10 minute startup and initial checkout period will be followed by a 30 minute allotment for
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Figure 19: FD1 Power Totals
Figure 20: FD1 UltraFlex Sizing
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Figure 21: FD2 Power Totals
array deployment. This means the battery will have to power the craft for 40 minutes. The battery capacity
required to power the spacecraft for 40 minutes is 1422 Watt Hours.
Each battery has a total capacity of 690 Watt Hours, so 4 batteries can supply 1422 Watt Hours at 51%
depth of discharge.
Once testing is underway in heliocentric orbit, there may be occasions when it will be desirable to
maneuver the spacecraft so that the arrays are not pointed toward the sun. The batteries will allow ¿ 30
minutes of shadow time at the standby power of 2152W for such contingencies.
The mass breakdown for the power system is detailed in table 2.
FLIGHT DEMO 2
Flight Demo 2 is a mission performed in an Earth orbit of 2000km. The basic power requirements for
the mission are shown in figure 21.
In this figure, Operation Power is the power draw during the NTP demonstration itself, RCS Propulsion
Power is the power draw when the RCS system is running but the NTP engine is not, and Standby Power
is the power draw otherwise.
SOLAR ARRAY SIZING
The operation power requirement – 4916W – will drive the array sizing. Because the mission is performed
in Earth Orbit, batteries must power the spacecraft and instrumentation during the eclipse (dark) part of
the orbit. This means that the batteries must be charged during the lighted portion of the orbit. The arrays,
then must produce additional power to charge the batteries and to account for losses and control power.
The charge power is 2301W and the losses and control power total 621W, so the array must produce
Total Array Power = 4916 + 2301 + 621 = 7838W
Assuming an array of-point of 0.2 Radians, the total cell coverage area for the arrays must be 33.8m2.
These details are shown in figure 22.
BATTERY SIZING
The demonstration is performed in a 2000km circular Earth orbit with a lighted period of 92 minutes
and an eclipse (dark) period of 35 minutes. The battery capacity required to power the spacecraft through
the dark period is 3352 Watt Hours.
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Figure 22: FD2 UltraFlex Sizing
Each battery has a total capacity of 690 Watt Hours, so 10 batteries can supply 3352 Watt Hours at 49%
depth of discharge. This set of batteries will power the spacecraft for more than an hour during initialization
and deployment (at standby power), easily fulfilling the 40 minute requirement.
The mass breakdown for the power system is detailed in table 3
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As can be seen herein, there were several unique challenges to designing thermal, avionics, and power
systems for a Nuclear Thermal Propulsion rocket stage. Other subsystems, especially structures, faced
similar challenges that required careful design and analysis. Solutions to the problems were found, and both
Flight Demonstration 1 and Flight Demonstration 2 designs closed at a high level.
FUTURE WORK
If funding continues to be appropriated for a NTP demonstration mission, the FD1 and FD2 designs will
serve as baseline references for the flight project. These baseline designs, however, were high-level in nature
and did not include many details needed to move towards a Preliminary Design Review (PDR). One of the
biggest areas needing further work is in the configuration, as the FD1 and FD2 designs used very simple
representations of parts. A significant amount of work would be needed for detailed design work. Once this
is completed, the rest of the subsystems can start updating their analysis and designs with the necessary
detail for a flight project.
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Subsystem Item Quantity Unit Mass (kg) Basic Mass (kg) Total Mass (kg)
GN&C 10.6
AD&C Sensors 1 8.32 8.3
IMU 3 0.75 2.3
C&DH 71.1
S/C Computer 2 10.2 20.4
S/C DAU 2 3.2 6.4
Data Recorder 2 2.5 5.0
S/C Instrumentation 1 39.3 39.3
NTP Instrumentation 354.4
Instrumentation and Cabling 1 174.1 174.1
MPS DAU 4 3.2 12.8
Optical Video Camera - Plume 1 17.0 17.0
Spectrometer w/MEB - Plume 1 17.7 17.7
IR Video Camera - Reactor 2 10.4 20.8
Radiation Detector - Reactor 2 16.0 32.0
Neutron Detector - Reactor 2 20.0 40.0
Netron Detector Electronics Unit 2 20.0 40.0
Communications 61.9
S-Band MGA System 1 16.53 16.53
X-Band HGA System 1 35.39 35.39
RF Cables 1 10.0 10.0
Vehicle Systems 211.9
Vehicle Systems 1 20.0 20.0
Avionics Thermal Control 1 25.9 25.9
Propulsion Controller 1 80.0 80.0
Avionics Cabling 1 86.0 86.0
Power System 193.5
UltraFlex Solar Array 2 34.7 69.4
Solar Array Drive Actuator 2 3.5 7.0
Power Electronics 1 28.6 28.6
Secondary Battery 4 6.5 26.0
Cabling 1 62.5 62.5
Thermal Control System 170.9
Transport Heatpipes 2 21.60 43.20
Two-Phase Coldplates 2 20.90 41.80
Heatpipe Radiators 2 19.52 39.04
Avionics MLI 1 0.86 0.86
RCS/GHe Tank MLI 2 4.68 9.35
Top Deck MLI 2 0.46 0.92
GH2 Tank MLI 1 9.99 9.99
Engine Drum MLI 1 0.16 0.16
Thermal Shield 1 13.76 13.76
Heaters 1 11.80 11.80
Table 2: FD1 Master Equipment List
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Subsystem Item Quantity Unit Mass (kg) Basic Mass (kg) Total Mass (kg)
GN&C 10.6
AD&C Sensors 1 8.32 8.3
IMU 3 0.75 2.3
C&DH 71.1
S/C Computer 2 10.2 20.4
S/C DAU 2 3.2 6.4
Data Recorder 2 2.5 5.0
S/C Instrumentation 1 39.3 39.3
NTP Instrumentation 354.4
Instrumentation and Cabling 1 171.7 171.7
MPS DAU 4 3.2 12.8
Optical Video Camera - Plume 1 17.0 17.0
Spectrometer w/MEB - Plume 1 17.7 17.7
IR Video Camera - Reactor 2 10.4 20.8
Radiation Detector - Reactor 2 16.0 32.0
Neutron Detector - Reactor 2 20.0 40.0
Netron Detector Electronics Unit 2 20.0 40.0
DVR Electronics Unit 2 1.2 2.4
Communications 50.2
S-Band MGA System 1 13.9 13.9
X-Band HGA System 1 26.3 26.3
RF Cables 1 10.0 10.0
Vehicle Systems 211.8
Vehicle Systems 1 20.0 20.0
Avionics Thermal Control 1 25.8 25.98
RCS Controller 2 10.0 20.0
MPS Controller 2 10.0 20.0
Reactor Controller 2 10.0 20.0
Avionics Cabling 1 86.0 86.0
Power System 389.6
UltraFlex Solar Array 2 45.3 90.6
Solar Array Drive Actuator 2 5.0 10.0
Power Electronics 2 42.0 84.0
Secondary Battery 10 6.5 65.0
Cabling 1 140.0 140.0
Thermal Control System 391.9
LH2 Tank MLI 1 132.2 132.2
LH2 Tank Sofi 1 137.4 137.4
Electronics MLI 1 14.6 14.6
Radiator Plates 1 93.7 93.7
RCS Tank MLI 1 4.0 4.0
Heaters 1 10.0 10.0
Table 3: FD2 Master Equipment List
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